Introduction
''We Were Soldiers '', (2002) the respect for the victims ''on the other side''. For the first time in the tradition of Hollywood, we see fading shots of dying ''VC'' and widows left behind reading the diaries of their love-ones. This is not because the filmmaker choose for ''love'' or ''peace'' instead of ''war'', but more importantly Wallace seems to say that war is a matter to fight for, because it is a noble cause.
Ironically, the popular Vietnamese actor who plays the communist commander Nguyen Huu An who led the Vietnamese People's Army to victory, is criticized at home for tarnishing the image of Vietnamese soldiers. Don Duong, one of Vietnam's most popular actors, has appeared in several foreign films and numerous Vietnamese-made movies about the Vietnam War. He had previously played a pedicab driver in the movie ''Three Seasons (2000) and a refugee camp translator in ''Green Dragon The study of Vietnam movies is a popular genre undertaken by social scientists from different perspectives (see Smith 1975 , Adair 1981 , Baker 1983 , Auster and Quart 1988 , Corrigan 1991 , Stora 1997 . It is a common place nowadays to say that the moving or still image is central to contemporary society in the sense that image-carriers like photographs, films and TV-screens often have taken over the role of primary educator from written texts (Debord 1983; Ewen 1988; Lutz and Collins 1993) .
This contribution is about the way Western film culture helps to construct identities and world-views by setting up the differences between 'us' and 'them': in this case, between 'the West' and the 'Rest' who became the subject of European imperial expansion. What conceptions of Asia, and Vietnam did these films and cultural practices construct? Except for some French and Vietnamese movies, I have chosen to discuss more of the ''orthodox'' US-made films, which have already received extensive critical attention. The reason is simply that I have no direct access to the majority of hundreds of B-movies (which do not differ much in their racial representation of Asians), but also because of the fact that the theme I have chosen here is not so often taken. Most of the academic critics in the US opted for
